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ABSTRACT

A general discussion of the problems of eharge transport and Contacts to wide

T band gap materials is given, followed by a review of the applicable experimental techniques.

The interpretation of Hall effect measurements in insulators and the related experi-

mental problems are discussed in detail The existing apparatus has been modified to

permit measurements on samples having a resistance as high as 1012 ohms. A sample of

amorphous selenium containing a large number of artificially introduced crystalline in-

clusions has been measured. This material yielded an n-type signal with a mobility of
approximately 02 cm2vls-1. This unezpected result suggests that microcrystalline

inclusions may constitute the sensitizing centers in amorphous seleium photoconductors.

A ttime-of-fhight" method for studying carrier transport in insulators is reviewed,

This consists of a measurement of the transit time of injected excess carriers flowing

under space charge limitation. The details of the method are outlined and the experimental
limitations are examined. it is shown that carrier transport in any insulator may be investi-

gated with this technique, provided that ohmic contact formation (either transient or steady

state) is possible and that trapping is not too severe.

A general analysis of unipolar steady state space charge limited currents in

insulators with non-planar electrode geometries is presented. The treatment encompasses

-" collectively the following cases" trap free, single shallow trap level and exponential
-. trap distribution, each for the plane parallel, cylindrical and hemispherical (point contact)

electrode configurations, It is shown that current rectification occurs for the non-planar
electrode configuration and that the magnitude of the rectification ratios depend both on

the details of the electrode geometry and on the energy distribution of trapping states.

The electrical properties of the arsonium salt of tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ)

are examined in a preliminary effort to determine the contact properties of this material. It

is concluded that this material behaves as a p-type semiconductor with promising appli-

cation as an injecting contact to insulators.

- Cubic cadmium sulfide was prepared by decomposition of cadmium mercaptide.
*. Photoconductivity spectral response indicates a band gap of about 2.1 ev, i.e., about

0.3 ev smaller than the band gap of hexagonal cadmium sulfide.



Large bottles of UdS with siilver and gold impurities have been prepared' by subli

mation.,Gold appears to Accelerate the growtch process. Some evidenice for p-type conduc-T
tivity in a CdS:.Cu boule was obtained, The orienitacioti of the c-axis i ag ubro

boules was determined, and found to vary between 5M1, -with respect to the growth ax-iLs.T

The pure CCS boules continue toso igh conductivity, but one sample contained a high I
resistivity regiont. Cubic CdS has§ been prepared'and its photoconductiVI'ty measured.

Cqsctals of hexagonal Se up to 2 x5 x0.4 mm have been grown by subliffati6on inI
vacuo).

A Bridgman furnace has been constructed for growing crystals of organic compounds

from the melt. Cry ssof anthraceene have been grown from soltio.-

Vi
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I I. INTRODUCTION

The work of the last quarter diffets from the previous portion of this contract which

dealt rnainly with the study of criteria leading to high photoconductive performance and the

[ synthesis of photoconductive crystals. The emphasis has now shifted to a more general

study of contacts and charge transport in wide band gap materials. This report begins with

f a statement of out general philosophy on the subject followed by a review of the experi-

mental techniques applicable to these materials. it then describes our first experiments in

this field dealing -with contacts to crystals of the organic chatge-transfer comrplex TCNQ and
j with measurements of the Hall effect in vitreois Se. Measurements of photoconductivity in

the cubic phase of CdS are also drescribed. Finally, progress in the preparation of crystals
for this work will be discussed.

A first list of materials suitable for this investigation might include all crystalline

semiconductors with a band gap greater than that of GaAs (Eg 1 1.6 ev) as well as many

organic molecular crystals and amorphous semiconductors, with primary interest on materials

with Eg > 2.5 ev. Such a list is quickly reduced by practical considerations. While the de-

T
o]_ tailed characteristics desired in a semiconductor depend on the particular application,

general criteria can be stated for selecting materials with a reasonable probability of

V technical usefulness. Since the performance of many devices improves with the drift mobility

- (e.g. diodes, transistors, photocells) one would require a Hall mobility JL _ 10 cm 2v tsY

together with a minimum of deep trapping states. One should be able to vary the conductivity

and carrier type in a controlled manner and there should exist contacts which can supply

freely at least one type of carrier. Few of the wide band gap materials studied to date meet
more than one of these requirements. The almost universally encountered difficulty is that

of making good contact to the material. With the exception of a few substances which can be

doped to give a high conductivity, such as TiO2 or diamond, one does not generally know

how to make ohmic contact to insulators. Some metallic ohmic contacts are known, such as

In or Ga for CS and ZnS, or Te for holes in Se. It has recently been discovered that
solutions of strongly oxydizing ions (!-, Ce 4+) can serve as ohmic contacts for holes in

some organic insulators1.2,3 thus making these materials accessible to measurement. An
"ohmic" contact can also be generated in some cases by illumination of the contact with

strongly absorbed light, but the density of free carriers generated is limited. It is clear

that a study of the mechanisms of carrier injection in insulators and a search for ohmic

contacts to new materIals must form a major part of our program.

I
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Most previous studies of insulators have been limited, co the measurement of dark-

and photocurrents, often as function of temperature, in an attempt to establish Correlations

between thermal "activation energies" and the optical properties of the material. In. some

cases, the lifetime of free carriers has been estimated from measurements of luminescence

and photoconductivity, while the density and energy distribution of traps have been obtained,

from glow curves and thermally stimulated currents. However, a mote thorough understanding

of insulators requires a knowledge of the transport parameters and of the actual mechanis.m 

of charge transport. In conventional semiconductors, this data is commonly obtained from

measurements of the Hall effect, thermoelectric power and magrnetomoptic effects, The first

two measiurements yield the density and mobility of the carriers and can be applied to

insulators, although with some difficulty, The Hall effect is particularly important, since

from the temperature dependence of the mobility, one may be able to differentiate between
the various models for charge transport in insulators. This will be discussed in more dea t

tail below. Magneto-optic effects yield effective-masses of carriers and thus information

about the topology of the bands in cases where band models are applicable. However, they
cannot be applied to most insulators. The requirement 'fot cyclotron resonance, Bi> 1,

leading to mobilities in excess of 2000 cm2 v ls:' for a field of 50,000 gauss. can hardly -

be satisfied. The Faraday effect has been used to estimate effective-masses in materials

of low mobility 4 but the interpretation of the resuts are of questionable validity for insu-
lators, where the free cattier density is low.

In substances to which ohmic contact can be made, a useful technique is the study

of injected excess carriers. When their density exceeds that of thermally generated

carriers, the current becomes space-charge-limited (S.CoLoC.). From the dependence of

the steady-state .C..C. with applied voltage as well as with sampl!e thickness, the

energy spectrum of trapping states in the forbidden gap can be obtained, while their concen-

tration is obtainable from the temperature dependence of the S.CoL.C. This type of measure-
ment has been performed on many insulators; a recent review of the subject may be found

in reference S. The transient S.C.L.C. generated upon the application of a voltage step to
the sample 6 0 , or upon flash illumination of an electrode$, has recently been investigated.
This method yields the microscopc mobility of carriers by what is essentially a time-of-

flight measurement, and is most useful in materials of low mobility, thus complementing

the Hall effect. This method requires only that the contacts be able to deliver a current
for a short time, rather than be truly ohmic. It can also yield the conductivity for insulators

where good contacts do not exist 9 . Because of its potential importance in this field, the

method of transient S.C.L.C. will be described in detail below.

2
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I IrW HALL EFFECT IN INSULATORS

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

-" The primary data which can be obtained from measurements of the Hall effect ateI - the free carrier concentration and the mobility ;. The method is then useful for selecting
materials for further study; in addition, one hopes to distinguish between the various
mechanisms of charge transport by studying the temperature dependence of u, which is a
crucial problem in insulator physics. in cases where simple band theory applies, one expects

" - p to vary with temperature as T *, where a is close to and some what larger than the value
1.5, calculated for acoustical scattering by the lattice. in some materials, p is found to

- vary exponentially with T. This has been explained in terms of "wavy bands" or "hopping"

models, where the carriers must acquire sufficient thermal energy to pass over potential
barriers between the lattice sites10. In other cases, i varies linearly with T, which is

" characteristic of a model where the carriers tunnel through these barriers' . The temperature
enters in such a tunneling calculation through thermal fluctuations in the shape of the
potential barriers. The last two models are thought to be espeially applicable to molecular
crystals, where the process determining the rate of charge transport is the transfer from
one molecule to the next rather than motion along a chain or ring molecule. In view of the
present state of the theory, caution must be exercised in interpreting the Hall effect data

.- for these cases. it is not always clear precisely what carrier property is measured by the
experiment, since, from the classic standpoint, the electron is subject to Lorentz forces
only during the time it is actually "hopping." A recent quantum mechanical calculation1 2

suggests that in this model, the sign of the Hall voltage is a property of the geometrical
" arrangement of the lattice and is determined by the number of nearest neighboring sites to

*which the carrier can make a transition. Similar considerations will undoubtedly have to
be applied to the tunneling model, where the application of the magnetic field may change
the transition probabilities.

" - 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS

For this study, it is desirable to be able to measure the Hall effect in samples
with resistances as high as 1012 ohms for p as low as 0.1 cm2vs 1. The high reaistances

under consideration make AC methods inapplicable, so we shall limit the discussion to
the DC method, and to the problems peculiar to its use on insulating materials.

3
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To a firs: app.oximation the magnitude of the Hail signal is independent of the conductivity of the
sample as long as the Debye length is small compared to its dimerisions, a condition easily
satisfied for samples of millimeter size. Neglecting the geometrical correction factors to
make an ordermofwmagnitude calculation, we obtain for a square electrode configuration

Vb -rB VX X10

where p is; the mobility (cgs), 8 the magnetic field in gauss and V~ h ali onitudinal
Voltage. For p - 0.1 cgn2VIsi and a typical field of 5000 gauss, we obtain a signal Vb of

mV for Vx -- 000 volts. W.hether such a signal is in fact measurable depends on the

resistivity of the sample, the 'bandidth of the detecting circuit and the noise level A first
limit on the magnitude of signal obtainable is set by the longitudinal voltage Vx, since all
leakage currents in the apparatus must be kept small compared Lto the sample current, and "[
leakage currents tend to increase as V6, where usually n > 2. It is generally not practicable
to keep the leakage resistances much above 10 4 ohms, even for V, 100 volts. Since the
input capacitance of the detecting circuit cannot be made much smaller than 100 pF, the
response time upon application of the magnetic field may be as long as 100 seconds, thus
making measurements difficult in the presence of drifts (see below). The response time
can be reduced by using a ioer input resistance fot the detector, although this reduces
the signal voltage and necessitate making a separate measurement of the interelectrode
resistance of the sample in order to calculate Vb, This method has been used successfully
to measure p on crystals of metal-free phtalocyaaine with a resistance of l0 4 ohms1 3.

Thermal noise in the sample poses a minor problem since for a resistance of 10120 and
a detector bandwidth of I cps the open circuit noise would be approximately 0.2 mV at
300*K, or 5% of the expected signal. Other sources of noise are created by non-ohmic
contacts or by barriers in polycrystalline samples. The magnitude of this noise voltage is
difficult to estimate, but is is often large enough to make measurements very difficult.
When the noise is not larger than the signal to be measured, its effect can be averaged out

by graphical integration.

The misalignment of the Hall probes presents special difficulties in measuringisltrs nfsA metho of te a!!g thoes preent --ga fctesinmasrn
insulators, A method of compensating the msalignment signal without destroying the high
impedance of the input circuit was described in Report No. 2. However, if the sample is
very resistive, as in the example given above, a -isalignment of 0. 1% in the probes (or in
the shape of the equipotentials) gives a backgrountd signal of 1 volt, which is three orders
larger than the signal to be measured. This misalignment voltage must then not drift more
than 0.1% in the time necessary to make a measurement. The principal sources of drift -.

are current changes due to slow trap-tilling and to temperature variations. The latter are

4
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important in wide band gap materials, where the activation energy may be large. Spatial

temperature gradients can also cause difficulties. The thermoelectric power is given by

(for the simplest band model)

e 4 (2 _ E,
T

where e is the electronic charge, k the Bolzmann constant and BP the Fermi energy6 In a
material where the resistivity it 1O 1 0 0cm- with f j 0.1 cm 2 v's~, the Feri evel is

located about 0.6 ev from the band edge at 3000 K, leading to a value for 6 "- 2 mV/OK,

again of the same magnitude as the signal to be measured. Special precautions must then

be taken to insure isothermal conditions. The other thermoomagneto-galvaaic effects

(Ettingshausen, Nernst and Righi-Leduc) which appear in the presence of temperature

gradients vary as ;&, and ate small compared to the Seebeck effect, except in materials

with very high mobilities.

Another effect to be considered is magnetoresistance. In a homogeneous sample,

the potential distribution is not affected by magnetoresistance and the effect would not

interfere with the Hall signal. However, an inhomogeneously distributed magnetoresistance
- - would change the probe potentials. The change in the conductivity due to the spread in

carrier velocities can easily be calculated to be neg igible for all but materials with very

high mobilities. When it occurs, the spurious signal generated by it can easily be separated
from the Hall voltage, since it is independent of the direction of the magnedc field. If the

sample contains regions varying in resistivity, spatial variations in Hall voltage will
distort the lines of current flow..* This entails a dissipation which increases the resistance

without limit as the magnetic field increases1 4 . This is essentially the same effect which

causes anomalously large magnetoresistances due to shorting of the Hall signal near the
electrodes. This effect has been observed on an amorphous Se sample rendered inhomogeneous

by heat treatment, as described below.

The Hall apparatus described in Report No. 2 was capable of measuring samples
with an interelectrode resistance R < 1,09.0. This apparatus has been re-wired with Teflon

insulation, so that all leakage resistances are normally greater than 5 x 1013.g. An addona

electrometer has been incorporated in the circuit for measuring small currents through the
T" sample. The helium flow system previously used to vary the sample temperature cannot be
"- used on the more resistive materials since it does not provide a sufficiently isothermal

ambient. Furthermore, the gas tends to pick up charges from the insulator surfaces which

can be deposited on the sample. In the Se sample measured, the noise was found to decrease

considerably upon interruption of the He flow.

i(Although the ave.age Hall siial is independent of the bulk conductivity of the sample, he local Hall
fi eld depends on the local ciret density.)

5



3 MEASUREMENTS ON AMORPHOUS SELENIUM

This section presents the results of our first Hall effect measurements on insulators. I
Selenium was chosen because it presents an interesting problem of conduction in a widem
bandgap semiconductor. This element exists in several allotropic forms of which two are
of interest for this research. The gray hexagonal crystalline form is an intrinsic ptype
semiconductor With a band gap of 1.8 ev. Large crystals of this material would be of
techircal interest, especially as a wide band gap hole emitter, Measurements of the Hall L
mobility to date 15 show L -. 0.14 m2v Is" As di-scussed below, there is a possibility
that this value is imited by the quality of the crystal and that it may be intrinsically
much higher. An atcempt is now in progress to gtow large carefully annealed crystals of
hexagonal Se and is described in Section VII of this reportr The other allotrope of interest
here is vitreous Se with an optical band gap of 2.8 ev. This material is usually prpared I
by vacuum deposition and has normally a dark resistivity larger than 1012 ri-cm° ,n neither
of these two forms is the conductivity process well understood, and the literature on the
subject Is extensive. Some of the recent work, of interest to this project, is described in
references T6 to 9. Spear 1 7 measured the drift mobility of holes generated at one sur-
face of a thin film of vitreous Se by a pulsed electron beamt obtaiing lid~if, 0.14 cm2v-!1 1.
This drift mobility was found to vary exponentially with temperature. with an activation energy
of approximately 0.13 ev/kT, the same as that measured in the hexagonal form. The close
agreement suggests that the mechanisms controlling the hole mobility in the two forms of Se
are identical, A reasonable interpretation of this exponential dependence is that the drift
mobility is trap-control1ed 2-0 which leads Spear to calculate a microscopic mobility of
60 cm2v'ls " I -Such a high mobility, unusual in an amorphous wide-band-gap semicondutor

should be detectable by Hall effect and thermoelectric power measurements. Values of/g
as high f s 30 cm2v-!s 1 have been inferred from thermoelectric power measurements for
both hexagonal crystals and liquid Se 2 ,1. It is of interest therefore to attempt a Hall
measurement on ariorphous Se in order to verify this hypothesis. Should the Hall mobility
in fact be so high in the disordered amorphous form, it is difficult to understand the low
value measured in the well ordered hexagonal form unless the latter is limited by dislo-

cations in the crystal.

A sample of vitreous Se is shown in Fig. U-1 Both the Au electr e structure and
th Se film were deposited by evaporation on a glass substrate, The size of the sample
(2 mm square) was chosen to give the best compromise between the desired low inter

electrode resistance and the accuracy presently obtainable in positioning the electrodes.
The thickness of the layer was limited to 5js in order to permit nearly homogeneous photo-
excitation of the sample, since the diffusion length of holes is about 10#22. Although Au

6
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contacts had previously been used with success !6 the contacts on this sample generated

too high a noise level to make measurements possible, and attempts to form the contacts

by applying 600 volts to them were unsuccessfuL. The work of Lanyon and Speart8 indicated

that Te contacts can be formed in this manner and samples of this type have been prepared,

although they could not be measured in time for inclusion in this report.

in order to test the measuring method, the sample with Au electrodes (Se 285), was
treated by heating for one hour at 800C with 600 volts applied between the current contacts.
This process reduced the dark resistance of the sample from 2 x 1014 ohmis to 1012 ohMjs,
and formed a large number of crystalline inclusions of the hexagonal form a few microns in
size in the glassy matrix.These crystallites appear to form preferentially Along the lines
of force of the electric field applied duing the heat treatment. Since the hexagonal phase
is much more conductive than the vitreous phase, the crystallite ends are regions of high
fields and high mechanical stresses. The latter are known to enhance crystallization in
Se23 i Such a process would result in the creation of conducting filaments. While the
cystallites appear to be isolated from each other under microscopic observation, it is -

possible that they are electrically connected by lines of mnicrocrystallites. -i
tUnder illumination, the sample resistance was reduced to approximately 1011 fli

Whie the noise in the Hall signal is still considerable, it was sufficiently reduced to
make a measurement possible. A sample of the data is shown in Fig. 12, where B and
B indicate the polarity of the magnetic field. The noise was averaged out by graphical
integration, yielding for this particular run signals of 1.04 and 232 mV of the same sign
for the two directions of magnetic field. Five runs were taken at 220C under different
illumination conditions, yielding similar results, the deflection being always larger for
the n-type signal. The calculated mobilities for electrons ranged from 0.05 to 0.46 cm 2vs " .

The measurement of an n-type conductivity under il-lumination in this type of sample is a
new and unexpected result. It suggests that in the photoconductive amorphous Se, the
sensitizing centers are- microcrystalline inclusions of the hexagonal phase formed by

nucleation during the evaporation of the sample. In order to explain the long-wavelength-
quenching and the negative photoconductivity in amorphous Se, one must postulate that
minority-card rs (electrons) can be optically released from these centers 1 6. In the present

sample, where the density of crystalites is much higher, this process may be dominant.
This hypothesis is now being tested more thoroughly.

The identical sign of the signal upon reversing the magnetic field suggests the
presence of an inhomogeneous magnetoresistance. Figure 113 shows the change in current

through the sample under constant applied voltage as a function of the magnetic induction B,

8
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from which the average magnketore sistance of the snlecan be obtained. The scatter of
points is too great to determine whether the Ai -- 9 2 law, characteristic of classical
magnietoresistance is applicable. However, the magnitude of the effect to be expected

7 can be calculated from

0 B

Forti 0. 1 cm thelw predicted value of AdG/&B O 1 at 6000 gauss while

Fig. 1H- shows Aala/Tb. i03. In this case it is clear therefore that the magnietoresistanice
is the result of the 1ihoinogeneous c-onductivity Introduced by heat treatment of the sample,
as discussed above.



Iii. ',TtIMEOF-FLIGHT"' MEASUREMENTS WITH TRANSIENT
UNIPOLAR SPACE CHARGE LIMITED CURRENTS

I.. INTRODUCTION

It has recently been demonstrated that ohtn contact f othatioa is possible to a

variety of insulators, both inorganic (CDS 24, ZS 25 . Se1 6, 12 26) and oranic (a-thracene 6 ,
p-terphenyl3 , p-quaterphenyi 3 , phthalocyanine 1 3 ), either by a suitable choice of electrodes

or by photogerneration of free carriers near the surface of the crystal with strongly absorbed

light With such contacts, space-charge-limited current flow may readily be observed:. 3 '6' 3,i6,24.26

When no carrier trapping occurs, the steady state current density j,,, obeys Child's Law for

solid's27 which has the following form in iks units for a plane-parallel electrode geometry:

Here, i is the current density, e is the electric permittivity, # i the cttier mobility, V is

the applied voltage and d is the interelectrode spacing. In principle, this relation can be

used to obtain p from steady state current voltage measurements. in fact, however, carrier
trapping either reduces the current density by orders of magnitude 2 8 or alters the current

voltage dependence entirely 3 , 2 8 . For this reason, it becomes necessary to observe

essentially trap-free carrier transport with transient current measurements. The basic idea

is that even when trapping occurs, it takes some time to fill the traps with the injected

carriers so that immediately after injection, essentially trap-free current flow may be
approached. This technique has been successfully applied by Smith and Rose 24 to CdS

and by Mark and Helfrich to p-terpheny! 3 o Even more important is the realization that the

injected carrier front moves through the crystal with a finite velocity which makes it

possible to measure the transit time of this carrier front by a "time-of-flight" measurement.

2. THEORY OF "'TIME-OF-FLIGHT" MEASUREMENT

The space-charge-limited "time-of-flight" measurement was first reported by Many

and co-workers 26 and by Helfrich and Mak 6 , and was later treated in great detail by Many

and Rakavy7 . The salient features of the "time-of-fight" measurement, for the trap free

case, are illustrated by the solid curve of Fig. ll-',. At t 0 (it is assumed that the applied

12
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voltage riseS instantaneously to its steady-state value). the injected space charge resides

on the surface of the crystal viewed as a capacitor. As t increases, the crystal begins to
fill with space charge, located behind a well defined carrier front which advances through
the crystal from the injecting electrode with a time depend-et veiocity proportional to the I
field at the carrier front. As the front advances, the crystal fills with space charge and
its capacitance increases with time. The total current also increases with time until the
carrier front a-r.ives at the exit electrode (which may be either ohm ic or blocking) after the
time to -0.786 t7 where t. is the uniform field (space charge free) traasit time d ./V. The
"time-of-light' t of the carrier front is less than t, because the field at the carrier front "
is always greater than the uniform field v/a. A cusp appears in the current at to because
the center of the space charge distribution lies closer to the exit electrode at to ;than in
the steady statei As t increases beyond to, the redistribution of the injected space charge
causes the current to decay from the cusp to the lower steady state value given by Eq. (1).
The lower dashed curve of Pig. il1-I represents the transient under conditions of weak
trapping 7 (mean free trapping time long compared with t), it lies beneath the trap free
curve, peaks at a time between t 0 and t, but has the same value at t 0, and decays to

a lower steady state current the magnitude of which is determined by the traps2 . This
decay may serve as a valuable tool for studying trapping-

The analytic form of the trap free transient is given 6, 7 . 26 by

i(t) 0.455 [1~ i--t-j 2  ; <t < to 2
too

j(t)j -.2 Vs t 2

SS - ( -3LL t > L51 to . (4)

These equations are obtained from the current density and Poisson's equation with the
boundary condtion Zero field at the injecting electrode which is the analytical defintion

of an ohmic contact. Equation (2) describes the rise of the transient in the "time-of-flight"
interval up to the appearance of the cusp and Eq. (3) describes the decay of the current to

the steady state. The entire transient varies as V2/d3 and the time of flight t0 is proportonpa
to Iv when the mobility is field independent. The mobility can therefore be obtained in two
independent ways; from the magnitude of the current transient and from measurement of t.
As mentioned, weak trapping changes the shape of the transient somewhat 7. The time of

14



.. flight t0 increases slightly, but never exceeds tt (the field at the carrier front is never

less that, v/d) and the cusp is reduced in magnitude. The initial value of the current at
t = 0 is, however, not affected by trapping. Hence, weak trapping does not alter the picture

significa tlya It Inttoduces a small uncertainty in t- but does not change the value of the

current at t

There are three important chaacteistigs of, the asggnite of the cup of hi
initial current c(0)which is not affected by trapping, the magnitude of the cusp it,) which

it affected by trapping, and the time of flight t- which is also affected by trappinag. The

ratio j(t0 )/i(O) can be used as a criterion for trapping. From Eq. (2), the ratio is 2.7 for

the trap free case. it will be smaller when trapping takes place, and therefore serves to

indcate that t- lies not at 0,786 t, but somfewhete in the interval 0.786 t <t_ <t. These

considerations are an idealization of what occurs in practice for it has been assumed in

the derivation of Eqs. (2) and (3) that the measuring circuit has zero time constant, It is

therefore important to ascertain the effect of a finite circuit time constant on the experi-

mental determination of the parameters j(0), i(t0o ) and t..

3. EFFECT OF A FINITE ORCUIT TIME CONSTANT ON THE "TIME&OF-FLGHT'"
MEASUREMENT

A finite time constant will introduce two adverse effects 2 9 6 It will give rise to a

capacitive voltage across the load resistor which may be orders of magnitude larger than

the signal voltage at very short times and thus may mask the latter entirely. In addition,

a finite time constant may also distort the shape of the ideal transient and thereby reduce

the amount of information which may be extracted from the measurement. The first of these
difficulties is severe only when the carriers are injected through a steady state ohmic

contact by a voltage pulse. It presents no problems when a photogenerated ohmic contact

is used because here a steady voltage is applied to the sample and the transient is produced
by flashing the light. The capacitive spike can, be reduced by uing a bnianced circuit 6. A

voltage divider with the center terminal grounded is connected across the voltage source

which is now floating. The crystal is connected to one pole and a variable capacitor to the

other, and the two signals are added algebraically in front of the load resistor. The variable
capacitor is then adjusted so as to cancel the capacitive transent at the load resistor.

Distortion of the transient by a finite circuit time constant is always present hcwever,
regardless of the way in which the carriers are injected. Denoting the circuit time constant

by r, the current through the load resistor is given by29

() =a. e!x) + a2 egX e dx (5)
x x
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I
where

a r(6)1

- (t-2ty/, (7) 1

The parameter a. which contains r, is a measure of the departure from the ideal case I
0 0. For large a Eq. (5) becomes

_-2t

which differs from Eqg (2) by the exponential term on the right. The distortions produced I
by a finite r are best illustrated by fig. 11P2 which is a plot of Eqp (5) for various values
of a. When a becornes less than 100, extrapolation to /(0) begins to fail. For a< 50, the I
cusp begins to decrease in magnitude and for a < 10, the shape of the transient becomes
so badly distorted that the cusp becomes indistinguishable. To observe undistorted

transients (i.ea, true values of j(0), j(to ) and t), a should be kept greater than. 100.

The limitations imposed by the measuring circuit define a finite band of applied
voltages over which significant time-of-flight measurements can be made. The high voltage '
end V of this band i-s essentially set by the response time of the circuit and is given by

end v, ofti"adi i i sgvnb

Vt  2d2 RC=r (9)

where R is the load resistance and C is the total circuit capacitance. Since a is 'proportional

to t, and hence inversely proportional to V, its value is not constant over the whole voltage
band. In Eq. (9), the numerical value a. given to a is its value at V. Then a * ases as

V is reduced below V1 and the transients at lower voltages will conform more closelvy to
the true transients. The lower end Vi of the band is set by the sensitivity of the circuit

andis given by

V sI - ,- (2) d Y2

where a is the electrode area and V_ is the voltage detectability of the amplifier. The
logarihmic width A V of the band is defined by the ratio V1./V i and is given by

AV t d f2()
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As might be expected, Eq. (11) shows that AV becomes wider the more sensitive and ,the

faster the circufo In addition, for a given gain-bandwidth product of the circuit AV is [
also widened and, shifted to higher voltages when the crystal is made thicket. in order to
observe the transient at all. AV > L This condition puts a lower limit on the thickness I
of the crystal, given by

and shows, ,hat the higher the mobility of the matetial the thicker must be the crystal
'being examined in oded to study trans'port by this ti.me-f-flight nethod, There is, however,
an upper limit to the crystal thickness which is set by trapping, If the crystal is io thick
that a large fraction of the injected carriers are trapped before they reach the exit electrode,
no distinctive transient is observed.,

These considerations are surnmarized by Figo 111-3 which is a plot on a logarithmic
field of the current z(0) = j(0) -a and t, as a function of the votage for an arbitrary set

of parameters. The cicuit limitations r and i Vs,/R are shown on the appropriate axes.
The voltage band AV is represented by the heavy line iabelled A Increasing the

thickness of the crystal will lower the current curve more than it will raise the transit
time curve. Because of this andl the different Slopes of the two curves (i0( - V2 and
f. -- v-)! it is clear that increasing d widens AV and shifts it to higher voltages. The
influence of carrier trapping has also been included in this figure. The current transient "
can only appear when t. is comparable or less than t/, the mean free time of the injected
carriers before capture by deep traps. Let the ratio (t/, =). Then the above condition

req ires that < 1. When the transit time exceeds /tp the time-of-flight transient cannot
be observed which is the same as saying that no measurement can then be made at
voltages less than V1 - dZIf.Lt/. in ,the figure, Pt- has been Lhosen so that V/> Vi to
illustrate how trapping can narrow the voltage band. This trap lKmited voltage band is
labelled ''AV/ in the figure. A plot of this kind for a given material under investigation
serves as a very good order of magnitude guide for an expermenter who wishes to observe -
these _ me-of-flight pulses.

4 DISCUSSION

The tiime-of-flight measurements need not be carried out under space charge
limitation8. If this restriction is removed, the transit time of a carrier pulse may still be
observed. However, there arc two advantages of working under space charge limitation.

18
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The first is that diffusion effects are not as severe. If a pulse of carriers drifts through
the crystal, it will s!pread out as it moves and may be sufficiently broad by the time it
teaches the exit electrode so as to introduce a considerable uncertainty in the measurement
of the transit timeto Under space charge limitation, it is not a pulse of carriers which moves
through the crystal but rather a cloud of carriers which always fills the entire space between
its front and the injecting electrode, Hence diffusion of carriers will not be as important.
The second advantage of measuring under space charge limitation is that each measurement
is in reality two independent measurements: one of the magnitude of the current and the
other of the time-of-flight of the Carrier front. Both measurements yield the mobility and may
be used to check each other, so to speak. The space charge 11ited method also shows very
characteristic effects of trapping which makes it possible to use the method to study certain
trapping effects.

We propose to apply this technique to the study of carrier transport in insulators

in order to supplement the Hall effect measurements.
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I
.IV A GEMEIRAL ANALYSIS OF UNIPOLAR STEADY STATE SPACE

J CH ARGE LIMITED CURRENTS IN INSULATORS WITH
VARIOUS ELECTRODE GEOMETRIES AND

I TRAP DISTRIBUTIONS

1 I. INTRODUCTIOIN

UnipoL ar space charge limited current flow in solids has been observed in many
materials and analysed theoredcally under trap free conditions as well as for various
distributions 5 . T, date, both the experimental and the theoretical studies have dealt
exclusively witha planemparallel electrode geometry. Recently, Many3'0 has presented a
trap free analysis for two ,non-planar electrode configurations. the cylindrical geometry in
which the insulator fills the space between two coaxial cylindrical electrodes and the
hemispherical ge&metry, which is a good approximation to a point-contaet configuration,
where the mel'um fills the space between two hemispherical cap electrodes. The maiMn
conclusion of M-y's analysis 3 0, insofar as space charge limited current flow is cocened,
is that a nonwplaaar electrode configutation causes rectification on purely geometric grounds.

-. That is, both a1eletrodes can be physically the same and indeed must form ohmic contact 24

to the insulatorin order for space charge limited currents to flow.

-- In most~re Al materials, trap free space charge limited currents can only be observed
under transientt o, ndons3'6, 24 , '2 6. In the steady state, trapping of the injected carriers
very often coaQderably altets the space charge limited currentmvoltage relations 2 8 . it is

therefore of some practical value to examine the influence of trapping on space charge
limited currents flow in insulators with non-planar electrode configurations. We do so

here by adopti ng a very general a-pproach to the analysis which encompasses collectively
the following cass: trap free, single shallow trap level and exponential trap distribution
each for the plane-parallel, cylindrical and hemispherical (point-contact) electrode con-

figurations. Tihe'basic equations for unipolar space charge limited current flow are written
- in terms of a generalized interelectrode coordinate normal to the electrode surfaces wich

are always co~icdered parallel and the relation between the free and trapped injected

excess carrier cocentrations is left unspecified. A general first order differential equation
for the field iderived from which the trap free as well as the two trap limited cases can

be obtained fox all three electrode geometries collectively by choosing the proper analytic

dependence brwteen the free and trapped charge. The three resulting differential equations
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fot the field are then integrated twice to give three general current-voltage relations each

of which contains two parameters a systematic choice for which leads, in turn, to the

specific current-voltage equations for each of the electrode config-urations under cona

sideration. Thus, we derive most generally the already familiar trap free and trap limited
space charge limited current relations for the plane-parallel geometry3 o28 as well as

Many's space charge limited current equations and rectification ratios for the trap free

non-planar configurations" ° . In addition, we also obtain the trap limited space charge

limited current relations and rectification ratios for the nonoplanar geometries.

We shall show quite generally, as Many has done for the trap free cases, that
rectification is a direct consequence of a non..planar electrode configuration and that the
magnitude of the rectification ratios can be profoundly influenced by the nature of the trap
distribution in particular, shallow discrete traps do not alter the rectification ratios
,predicted by Many in his trap free analysis 30 but an exponential trap distributions can ,
in principle, substantially increase the rectification ratios. We shall neglect diffusion

effects in the analysis and shall write the equations in inks units.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a generalized one dimensional geometry in which the electrodes ate
parallel but not necessarily planar. An interelectrode distance coordinate p is defined
which is oriented normal to the electrode surfaces. One electrode is situated at p, ad
the other at p2. In the non-planar cases, p, and p2 are radii and we shall always consider

P2 > P-F For the plane,-parallel geometry the electrode area is A and for the cylindrical
geometry the length of the cylinder is L. Edge effects will be neglected. For definiteness,
we choose electrons as the carriers injected by the ohmic contact,

The analysis involves the simultaneous solution of the following set of equations:

j(p) = eitn,(P) (P) (1)

j(p) = i/ypa (2)

V• (P)= -e-T) (3)

n/(p) + n(p) -T( P ) (4)

n/(p) =/[,/(p)I. (5)
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In these equations:

p - generalized interelectrode coordinate
(A for the plane-parallel case

y (2#L for the cylindrical case
12V for the hemispherical case
('0 for the plane'parallel case

a - for the cylindrical case
2 for the hemispherical case

(p), current density
i measured current

- elementary charge 1.6 x i0O coulombs
e el ectric periittivity (dielectric constant) x (8.8 x 112 V/rm)

p = mcrosc-opic scalar mobility assumed field independent

8(p) electric field

nT(p) total excess injected carrier concentration
ni(p) concentration of carriers in conducting states
nt(p) concentration of carriers in the traps.

Equation (1) is the diffusion free current density, Eq. (2) is the general relation between

the total current and the position dependent current density, Eq. (3) is Poi'sson's Equation

which must be satisfied since charge neutrality is violated, Eq. (4) is a conservation
equation which states that when traps are present the injected carriers are distributed
among conducting and trapping states and Eq. (5) is the general representation of the

functional dependence between the free and trapped carriers and is also only valid when
trapping occurs. A particular choice of a trapping model will give us an analytical repre-
sentation of Eq. (5). Usually, the assumption n/ << n, is also made to simplify the calcu-
lation3 ,28 . This means that we may write

Snt(p) "., nir(p) (4a)

instead of Eq. (4) so that Eq. (5) becomes a relation between n, and nT*

.T(P) = [n/(P)]. (Sa)

We shall follow this procedure. When no trapping takes place, Eqs. (4a) and (Sa) must be

* .replaced by the identity
"i N = T(P). 6

Mathematically, the trap free case follows when the function / of Eq. (5a) is replaced by
* the operator dimensionless unity,
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The ba sic equations are solved with the boundary condition zero field at the -

injecting electrode which .is the mathematial definition of an ohmic contact 28 . This [
condition can be most generally written as

=0(P 1, 2) 0 (7) i"

by which we mean the following. When electrode p, is infjecting the excess carriers,

p 2 m pj and we shall label the tesultant space charge limited curtents il. By the same .

token, when electrode p2 is the source of the injected catries, pl2  p2 and the resultant
currents are denoted by i2 . We call i1 and i 2 currents because each symbol actually
represents nine currents: the trap free and the two crap lmited currents each for the three -

electrode configurations.

3. OUTLINE OF THE GENERAL SOLUTION

The basic equations (1), (2), (3), (4a) and ($a) can be combined to give the following

general equation for the field (p):

r 1
-dp p yppS)J

The next step in the solution is to assign an analytic representation to the function f through
which process the details of trapping are introduced into the problem. We then have three

differenuial equations, one each for'the trap free and the two trap limited cases. These
three equations are then solved with the help of the generalized boundary condition (7) for
the generalized field F(p). Next, the three field equations are integrated over the inter-

electrode coordinate p to give three equations for the potential V and these equations are
then solved for the currents i,2 which gives us three generalized space charge limited

current-voltage equations& From each of these equations, we obtain three current relations,
one for each electrode configuration, by setting a 0, 1 or 2 for the plane-parallel, cylindrical
and hemispherical geometries respectively and by assigning the propr vpaue to y. Finally,

each of these three current equations represents two relations: i, for pi injecting and i2
for p2 injecting. We therefore obtain I8 current equations from Eq. (8). For the planar

geometry, i, and i2 are degenerate as might be expected from symmetry conditions. For
the nonT-planar geometries, i1 and i2 differ by voltage independent factors which are just
the rectification ratios. This procedure is quite gneral and is valid1 n principle, for any

electrode configuration and trap distribution.
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4. TRAP FREE CASE

According to Eq. (6), we must replace fin Eq. (8) by the operator dimensionless
unity. Hence we have

yp +(9)
p P YACPa

The field 8(p) can be el-ilmnated from the right side of this equation by multiplying both
sides by 28(p). We also define the new variable P(p) according to

We then obtain the simple differential equation

L ~-dF- + 2a p 1
dp- j y~tepa

which is im-mediately solvable by the Integrating factor method to -give the general solution

p2p pl I + 2i ()(12)
yjsE~la) [1 i

where C is a constant. Using the boundary condition (7) to evaluate C and Eq. (10) to
obtain the field, Eq. (12) becomes

Teptential is found by integrating Eq. (13) over the laterelectrode coordinate p. Hence

V- f epd-[ 2 1 1 ( 1 2 )(14)

1P,2

where

I1,2(P1IP2);g f_2 i.(i 2 1a dp. (5

* The integral (15) is to be interpreted as follows. For the gen ralized currents i1 1

* - ~P 1 ,2  PI an 4P,"~ signifies integraton from ito 2 wh teas for the generalized currents

21 1, 129 P1 ,2  P2 and the integrat-ion runs from P2 to pl. From Eq. (14) we otai the
generalized space charge limited currents i,2for the trap free case:

1,2 = ,(0( - p2 )]2 (6
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I
A. PLANAR CONFIGURATION

Here a - 0 and y A. From Eq (15) we have that

P2 VP'Z2 i/2 (7 .
i1,2 (PiP 2 )= f (p-p 2)4 dp 3 (P 2 P' (17)

where (p2 -pl) is just the interelecttode spacing, and from Eq+ (16) 1
1l,2 tI (_8 .

8 (p2 .p1) 3

whic e A er

whi~h is just the familiar space Ah rge limited current formula first derived by Mott and
Gurney2 7. The currents i1 ,2 ate degenerate; that is i1 a i2 as we had expected.

B1. CYLINDRICAL CONFIGURATION

For this case a 1 and y = 2#rL. Equation (15) now reads

f I dp. (19)

P 2 

' 

I

For the moment, we shall consider P 2 P1 under which condition

P211 - f dp .. P2  (20a)SP2>>Pl P P2 >>P

and

7 d2 P2 f - 2 . (20b)- P2  f P Pl 
P

Hence

.....2cjsL (21a)
P2

and

-- [ 2y (21b)
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which is Many's e-quation for the cylindrical case30. The currents il and i2 Are not the
same. The former is always greater than the latter and the rectification ratio p is given by

u 2- (22)

C. HEMISPHERICAL CONFIGURATION

Now a m 2 and y & 2wr. The integral (1-5) is

11,2= f d l 31 p (23)

Again for p2  pl

'1 -- f P, dp.-. 2p2 %(240)
P 2 I1 A P

and
'23 ri P2

12 f OI doP! PI2). (24b)

The respective currents aire

= qs (25a)
4 P2

and

f2~ V P - (25b)
24 E 2p~

and the rectification ratio is

which, as Many has pointed out;9, can be very large.
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5. SINGLE SHALLOW TRAP LEVEL

This is the case first treated by Rose 20 '2 8 for the planar electrode configuration.
By a shallow trap, we mean that the position dependent quai F ermi level Ep)lies

sufficiently below the trap level so that Bolzmapa statistics apply. The assumed energy I
level scheme is illustrated on Fig. IV&L Under these assumptions, the free carrier conce-

tration is 14 1
n1 (p) N6 ecip [E7IP](27)

and the trapped carrier concentration, which is here set approximately equal to the total

excess carrier concentration, is "
E1

Iz-(p) N, exp [t--. (28)

Here N6 is the effective density of states in the conduction band, N1 is the concentration

of traps located at an energy Et and 8, is the energy of the bottom edge of the conduction

band. From Eqs. (27) and (28), we obtain the ratio

'exp N0  M__ (29)

the well known O-factor of Rose 2 0 , 2 8 . Hence / in Eq. (8) must be replaced by the multi-

plicative operator 1/0 which is, of course, a constant factor at a given temperature. The
analysis of the shallow trap case is therefore the same as that of the trap free case except

that the factor 1/0 must be included linearly on the right side of Eq. (16) The 6Lfactor
merely reduces the magnitude of all the currents by the same amount without altering their
dependence on any of the parameters in the trap free analysis. Hence the rectification
ratios for the shallow trap case are the same as those of the trap free case.

6. EXPONENTIAL TRAP DISTRIBUTION

By an exponential trap distribution we mean that the volume concentration of the
trapping states per unot interval of energy 1,(e) can be approximated by the distribution3,2 0 ,28

-- N exp (30)
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whereAR E 0 ad ke is aft energy constant characteristic of the distribution

which describes the steepness of the funcion (3,0). To a good approximation at roomI

temperature, zn, is obtained by integrating the distribution (30) from some low lying energy,

which for analytical purposes is s et at - a 28, up to the quasi Fermi level St (p)i Thus, inJ

terms of out notationx, nT (-- nt is given by

A(P) N r AELLP (31)
-t(P f qt(AE) d(AE)N extp -I

where AE/ (P) - El(p) and where it must be remembered that El(p) is a function of p1

because the space charge is not in general homogeneously distributed throughout the

volume of the insulator. The minus sign occurs in front of the integral because of our

notatibn., AE decreases over the interval of integration. So long as AR, (p) remains larger

than about 5k1, we may use Eq. (27), to obtain the free carrier concentration. We now have -

a parametric representation for Eq. (5), the parameter being F /. Equations (27) and (31)

may now be solved for an explicid relation between nT and n/ by elimiunatn the parameter

E 1T h u s w e h a v en N ,( 
2

where we have set

TC/T (33)

quantity which must always be greater than unity for the analysis to have physical

significance 2 8 . Equation (32) is an analytical representation of Eq. (50). The function

in Eq. (8) may now be replaced by the operator

so that Eq. (8) now reads

d P- yNse5(p) Nt (34)
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- - The solution of this equation is very similar to that of Eq. (9). The field F(p) Is
eliminated fromn the right side of Eq. (34) by multiplying through by U(- + I)/'j [8(p)]1/

and the equation is simplified by defining the new Variable

FP(p) 8(A(35)

which process leads to the equation

-7p- F (t~1). (36)
~ LYNep~a

In strict analogy to the procedure followed in the trap free afnalysis, the solution of Eq (34)
can be written down at once-

~~[~tNC+ j [Vep J

The potential is

V=A f (p)dep [Ne J ,2( 1 p)(38)

I. where

The generalized space charge limited current equations are therefore

2+ I
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We see at once from E4q. (40) that the funct'ional dlependence of the current on the

voltage is the same for all three geoImetries as it is for the trap free and shallow trap

cases~ Furthermore, we see quite generally that the smaller N,,, the larger the current at

any given voltage. Equation (29) shows that this is also the ease frsalow trapping.

A, PLANAR GEOMETRY

We set a -0 and y =- A. The integral (39) becomes

P 2  (t+(41
J1, 2 f (p- p 1 ,2) dp(P2Pd41

which lead& to the degenerate current equation

1, eN~1~I(AN epi) [X~J( 2.p)'+ (42)

first considered by Rose 2 10 ' 2 8 and later derived in detail by Mark and He!frich 3 .

B. CYLINDRICAL AND HEMISPH ERICAL CONPIULJRATION-S

We treat the se c ases togethe r in the limit p 2 >>p 1 . Equation (39) evolves into the

two integrals

P2  2-t.+ -a
J t+ dP (___'-_ P2 (43a)

-P2 p1* p1  P2>>p1

and (a1

J2~i dp .p 2  r (p1, P2) (43b)
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7 - where

rpP)'f 4 dp. (44)
PI

Consequently

V21-

L and

-. + rc1 .~ i~ -d -+ iL(.,)2 +I (45b)

-- The last two equations descrilbe the dependence of q, azid i2 respectively on the inter-

electrode spacing. The second factor ot. the right side of Eq. (45b) is dimensionless as

can be seen from the integral (44) for the two allowed values of a. Therefore, the currents

22 and i1 depend on, the electrode dimensions in the same way but differ in magnitude by
the ratio (rectification ratio) p =fi

[2tf+1- .J2(plP 2 ) +1 (46)
I.P 2  J~

which can be much larger than the p for the trap free and shallow trap cases because

-+ 1 is always greater than 2 and can be as high as 10.

- We may Dow write down the currents and rectification ratios for both non-planar

- geometries under the condition P2 >>P V

- 1) Cylindrical Geometry; a = I and y = 21rL-

1 = e~g+1)](2wis~L)[~] ~~+1(47a)
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7I
[ei~ijI(2trgN L) -V-- (47b)

p= z- L > (47
I P

2) Hemis pherical Geometry, a - 2 and = 2r I
' - Y, g 2 i" +l _-V

Le (48a) *21~ "
_________- P (48A)

'+1

p- . -t 1) t, (48b)

_+ I
2-I > L (48

We note chat p is always greater than nity. Hence the i1 's are the "forward"

currents and the i2 s are the "'reverse" currents. We also see a similarity between the

p's for the trap free, shallow trap and exponential trap cases. For the cylindrical geometry,

the p's contain the factor Cn(p 2./pI) while the hemispherical geometry involves the ratio

If we Telax the condition P2 
>> P the integrals (15) and (39) become more

compUcated and may even not be solvable in closed form. However, because of the way

these integrals appear in the generalized currents, the actual values of the se integrals

will not affect the functional dependence of the current on che voltage. Their values will

influence both the magnitude of the currents and the rectification ratios.
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7. SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The results of this analysis ate summari.ed. in Table iV-I. There is a very general
symmetry among these equations and it might be expected that the analysis is even, more

general than we have indicated in this treatment. This is indeed the case mathematically
although the physical significance of a further mathematical generalization is somewhat
dubious. We can, however, quite generally assert the following. if the function / (Eq. (5)),
which expresses the relation between the total injected carrier concentration and the free
carrier concentration can be written most generally as a product of two functions

\(8p)/

where K is a cohitant involving N4,j Nt, e, e, y and 1i and where f, and f2 are not necessarily
the same functions, then the functional dependence of the generalized current on the applied
vOltage will be determined by the trap distribution and will not depend on the electrode
geometry. This follows from the fact that the two integrations involved in the solution of
Eq (8)i first to obtain the field and second to obtain the potential, do not affect the function

/1 in (49) which contains the current. This function is merely a constant during these
integrations. It is clear that this condition has 'been satisfied for the three choices of f in
this analysis which may be written formally as / , / I 10 and / = (Nt./N ./) [ ] L/for
the trap free, shallow trap and exponential trap cases respectively.

We may also estimate the current levels expected from a material with an exponential
trap distribution. In general, these are unfortunately rather low for the non-planar electrodeJ geometries where rectification is expected. However, the currents are very sensitive to
Nt and' t. Very generally, one might expect currents of the order of 10- 9 to 1O- 5 amps over
a voltage range from 1.0 to 100 volts. For the planar cases, the currents, can be quite large
as the literature amply demonstrates 5 but here no rectification occurs. The non-planar
configurations may find some practical applications in very high impedance devices. Equally

important, however, non-panar configurations may be valuable for less technica applications.
For example, it is possible to determine whether a particular electrode material is ohmic for
hole or electron injection by measuring iI ,2 using a non-planar geometry first with the
Lunknown" ohmic contact on one side say P1, and a known blocing contact on the other

side P2 and then by repeating the experiment with the contacts interchanged.
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V. SOME ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES Of THIE ARSOINJUM SALTJ 1F TETRtACYAN OQIUIN ODJUETHANE

1 1. INTRODUCTION
The search for a novel contact to insulators was begun by examining some of the

electrical properties of the organic ion radical salt. arsoniumi salt of tetracyanoquinodimet'hane,
I ~which is written symtbolically as Asa(TCNQ) This material was prepared in the duPont

-- Research Laboratories 31 and was supplied from this source. The substance hag the compo-

sitin3 2 C1I(C 6 H5)3 As+(TCN Q) (TCN:Q)O where TCN Q has the structural formula, 2

CN, CN

CN~ -CN

-- ~The m~aterial can be prepared as a single Crystal13 2 ' 3 3 (t-onocii) the coduttyo

which is remtarkably high for an orgarnic substance and very anisotropic.3 3 -3 The TCNQ
units are arranged in inifinite face-to-face stacks wi1th the direction of highest conductivity

(2 x 1, 2 ohrn l cmal) normal to the plane of the TCNQ. -The conductivities along the other
two crystal directions are 2'x 10-3 ohm 1 cM- 1 and 5 x 10-5 ohmlcm1a. The crystals are

black, rather soft and have a sharp melting point at 225oC3 2 at which temperature a slight

- ~ decomposition in air was observed. The conductivity follows an Arrhenius temperature
dependence (a 6, eA/kT), with. an isotropic activation energy A 0.33 ev. 34 The thermo

electric power is positive at low temperature, passes through zero near 30W'K, and remains

-negative up to the melting point.3 4 Along the direction of highest conductivity, the duPont
group reports the value -50 livolts/O at2 rmwich they conclude that the material

is ni-type. A Hall mobiliy meswnet for the arsonium salt is not reported in the literature.

However an. unsuccessful attem pt by the dupont group to observe a Hall voltage in a similar

salt, the trimethylammonium salt of TCNIQ, yielded an upper limit of 0.04 cm2 !volt sec for
- - the mobili*ty. 3 5

This material is an interesting candidate as an injetn cnat to insulators because

- -of some similarities with certain electrolytic electrodes 3 ,6 3 6 (iodide salt solutions saturated

-. with iodine) and a 04i electrode 37 (actually a solid solution of iodine in Ciii) both of which
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form injectiag contacts for holes to a variety of molecular crystalS. 3 ,' 6 36 , 3 7 They are -

salts (and Cul is Also a p-type semiconductor), they have high Conductivity, higher than

the insulator to which they tnust form contact,and they contaan strong electron acceptors

(dissolved iodine or the TCNQ molecule). For this .eason, the following experiments were

performed in an effort to learn more about the electrical and, contact propetties of As-(TCN Q).
Point contact measurements with crystals of As-(TCNQ) were made to determine the carrier

sign. Nex, :he behavior of a contact between As(TCN(Q) and an evaporated n-type CdS

laye. was examined. Finally a Hall effect measurement was attemipted. The results of
these three experiments can be briefly summarized. From the point-contact measurements

and the behavio, of the As-(TCNQ)-CdS junction, it can be concluded that Asa(TCNQ)

behave as a patype sefiuconductor at room temperature. No Hall voltage was o bserved, which
indicates that the mobility was at most 0.1 cmZ,/volt set on the assunmption of one-carrier
conductivity and that carrier t.ansport can be described by a crystal band scheme. These
conclusions are discussed in greater detail after the experiments have been described

2. POINTCONTACT MEASUREMIENTS

The tungsten point-contacts were made by electrolytic etching. 38 A 1.0 M NaOH
solution served as the elect!rolyte and a nickel wire was used as the other electrode. The
Sys.em was driven at 10 volts (rms) 60 cps for about two minutes to produce points of
sub-micron dimensions on 15 muil tungsten wi:e. The As-(TCNQ) crystal (about 2mm linear
dimensions) was mounted, on a glass slide and affixed to it with silver paste which also
served as the ohmic base contact 34 . The tungsten point was brought in contact with the
top surface of the crystal which was oriented in such a way that the field was essentially
parallel with the axis of medium conductivityo

Figure V-1 illustrates the dynamic (40 cps) current-voltage characteristic of the
As-(TCNQ) point contact system. Rectification is clearly evident, the reverse direction

occurng with the point positive with respect to the base. At higher measuring frequencies
characteristic looping of the current was observed as were breakdown phenomena at higher
voltagcs.

Figure V-2 illustrates the stat c current-vhage characteristic measured with
another crystal. Here again, there is clear evidence of rectification and the reverse direction
also occurs with the point at positive bias. The ohmic regon at the high voltage end of the
forward current is caused by spread resistance limitations. The reverse breakdown voltage

was aboat 50 volts for both the dynamic and static measurements.
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3. CONTACTS TO CdS

The contact between As-(TCNQ) and an evaporated nftype CdS film was also

examined. The CdS film, which was 5 microns thick, made contact to an evaporated

transparent Au el'ectrode on a glass substrateb The resistivity of the film was about i04

ohm cm, The As-(TCN.Q) crystal was melted onto the film at 2250 C and allowed to solidify.

The contact area was about 0.25 cm 2, A tungsten wite was jammed into the solidified

As&(TCNQ) to complete the circuit. The As-(TCNQ) was melted onto the CdS to provilde

good mechanical contact. The solidified melt apLpeared to easist of recrystallized regions;
it was essentially polycrystallin-. Surprisingly, the conductivity behavior of the solidified
melt was very similar to that of the single crystal, Point-contact measurements with the

solidified melt also show rectification with reverse current flow occurting when the point
is at positive bias.

in the dark, the As-TCNQ-CdS junction exhibited a siall open circuit voItage-

0.035 volt with As-(TCNQ) negative with respect to the CdS. The static dark current-

voltage characteristic of the junction is shown on Fig. V-3, Considerable rectification 1s

clearly evident with the forward direction occurring when the As-(TCNQ) was positive with

respect to the CdS film. Between 1 and 10 volts, the rectification ratio is greater than 100.

The maximum rectification occurred at two volts, where it was just under 10-5. The ohmic

region at the high voltage end of the forward current corresponds to the resistance of the
,, ^s-(TCNQ).

Similar experiments were repeated with the junction illuminated through the CdS
film with unfiltered light from a microscope illuminator. An intensity-dependent photovoltage

was observed with the As-(TCNQ) now positive with respect to the CdS. Under maximum

illumination, the magnitude of the photovoltage was 0.25 volts. Figure V-4 illustrates the

static current-voltage characteristic of the junction under maximum illumination. Consider

first the forward current (TCNQ +)o The high voltage region coincides with the forward dark

current. As the forward voltage is reduced towards 0.25 volts, the current begins to drop

'below the dark current and passes through zero current at 0.25 volts. This occurs because

the photovoltage acts to buck out the applied voltage. At forward voltage less than the

r" photovoltage, the current opposes the applied voltage. The reverse current (TCNQ -) exceeds
the forward current below 0.5 volts, is practically ohmic and is much larger than the reverse

dark current, although the two reverse currents tend to merge at high voltage. The large

reverse current under illumination is, in all likelihood, caused by the photoconductivity of

the CS film, The reverse breakdown voltage under illumination is less than in the dark
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(this is why the rve se current unde: illumination was not measured to high volages).

This is caused by the increased conductivity of the CdS layer which causes a higher

field to appear across the junction.

4. HALL EFFECT

A flail effect measurement on a crystal of As,(TCNQ) was also attempted. Silver

paste was used for both the end contacts and for, the Hall probes. No Hall voltage was

observed for magnetic fields up to 6000 gauss. If one assumes one-Carrier Conduction and

a conventional energy band scheme to describe the carrier transport (which is unlikely in
this material), the sensitivity of the apparatus (see See. Ii) dictates that the carrier
mobility is at most 0. e m2/volt see.

5. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION -r

The major conclusion which may be drawn from these experiments is that As-(TCNQ)
behaves as a p-type semicondiductof. The point contact rectification polarity shows this -

most clearly. Reverse direction with the point positive is a typical characteristic of a
ptype semiconductor 39, 40. The junction with the n-type photoconducting CdS behaves as
a p-n junction. 40 The diffusion of holes from the p-region (TCNQ) to the n-region in the
dark can account for the polarity of the open circuit voltage in the dark. The polarity of
the phorovoltage also fits in with this interpretation. The current-voltage characteristics
a:'e also qualitatively in accord with p- n junction theory40. At present, the measurements
are not sufficiently complete for quantitative interpretation. The junction is also more
complicated than those usually encountered in practice because it has been formed from
two different mate'ials: a wide band-gap n-type material (CdS) and a lower band-gap p-type
material. Also it is unlikely that carrier transport in As-(TCNQ) can be realistically
described by a conventional band model 41 (i.e. with the free carriers moving in bands of
width much greater than kT). It may even be that carrier transport occurs by tunneling or
by phonon-assisted charge transfer 1 . Nevertheless, this material does have properties
typical of a p-type semiconductor quite similar to the Cul electrode material mentioned
before. Its behavior as an electrode contact to various insulators will be studied further.

One additional potentially interesting feature of the electrical behavior of As-(TCNQ) --

is worth emphasizing. the change in the sign of the thermoelectric power 6 at room tempera-
ture. Along the axis of highest conductivity, the duPont group reported the value E --- 50 v/9C,
characteristic of a n-type carrier. 4 2 The duPont measurement could then be interpreted to
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meart that along the highest conductivity direction, At-(TCN;Q) is n-type at room tempera-
ture. But the room temperature reported here indicate the opposite for the solidified melt
and along the medium conductivity direction for the single crystal. Also a change in the
sign of e near toom temperature would imply that it should be possible to modulate the
conductivity type with the temperature. However, this conventlonai association of the sign
of e with the conductivity type is subject to misinterpretation. inhomogeneities in the
:material can easily cause this association to fail. it is therefore necessary to measure
the carrier sign directly. Unfortunately, the Hall measurement was infconclusive and the
time-of-flght measurement may prove difficult because of the high conductivity (short
dielectric relaxation time) of the material 43, 44. Nevertheless, a time-of-flight measurement
will be attempted.
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V.I. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY IW CUBIC UdS

All of the existing data on- photoelectronic p roperties of cadmium sulf ide have been

obtained for the hexagonal crystal formi. This situation results from the instability of the _

cubic fotml at temperatures sufficiently high to make single crystals, or even photoconducing
layers ot powders ;by conivenitional methods. We report here mneasurements on a cubic cadmium

sulfide powder prepared by precipitation of cadmium mnethyl mercaptide by reaction between
methyl mereaptan and cadmium acetate solution, followed by sufficient heating to decompose
the mercaptidei

if ne f te hdroensin 25is replaced by an organic group, a classof compounds

known as thercaptang is formed. The lowest member of this series is CH SH, methyl mercaptan.
Since both hydrogens int H2 S are ionized to som-e extent, the hydrogen bonded to sulfur ind
CH SHi It also ioniz1ed sufficiently to form a weak acid in aqueu slution. This allowt
the preparation of salts known as mereaptides, anialogous to salts formed from H2 S.

MIlligan4 -5 and Rittner and Sc'ufhiman have described the effect of precipitation
conditions on the crystal structure of UdS prepared by pcipitto wihHS dS pre-

cipitated from an acid solution of UdSO 4 was largely cubic, whereas CdS precipitated from
CdCI2 Was largely hexagonal. The salt of CH3S-1> which corresponds to C dS as the salt
of HA5 is cadmium methyl mercaptide Cd(SCH3)) 2 . This compound may be regarded as CdS

with the Cd-S bond modified by themety croup bonded to the S.

Cd(SCH )2 was prepared fromh a 0. 1 M cad i~ ctt solution by bubbling CH3SJ-

slowly through the solution. The systena was first com~pletely flushed with ni*togen to prevent
the air oxidation of CH SH. Cd(5CH1) was formed a eirsaln ht rcptt

which was found to be insoluble in a variety of organic solvents. Partial purification was
effected by repeated washings with hot water followed by drying in a Vacuum oven at 1159C.

Teiettofteprecipitate was established -y chemical analysiis.4

Cd(SCH 3)2 decomposes on he-ating to form UdS and vol atile(H)Stidco-

position occurring at abo ut W8C Table VI- summarizes the characteristics of the
precipitate obtained by the above procedure, after heating to 2500 and to 8000 C, and these
are compared with t, ose of precipitated CdS (RCA 33C291A) heated to these same tempera-
tures.
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TABLE Vi

DATA RELEVANT TO THE PROPERTIE'S
OF CUBIC CdS

DESCRIPTION OF BODY X-RAY PHOTOELeCTAONIC
SAMPLE~ COLOR AN ALYSI S* PROPERTI ES

Unheated White Complex organic Inert
Cd(SCH3 ) crystalline

Cd(SCH 3)2  Yellow Samte as unheated inet
heated -sample

to 1946C

Cd(SCH 3 )2  Reddish Cubic and hexagonal Figure Vial; Curve I
heae CdS; major phase
to 250 0C iubire

CdS heated to Yellow Hexagonal And Fiue I;Crv3
250 0C cubic CdS; m ajIor Fgr I! uv

phase hexagonal

Cd(SCH3 )2  Dark Hexagonal UdS High -tondctivity t
heatd -Bto.,n(cell. resistance 10-0

C dS 'heated to Yellow Identical with High conductivityt
SOOOIC above hex.-CdS I(Cell resistance i- 17.f0

CCI($CH 3)2  B5rown Figure VI-1; Curve 2
heated
to 4509C -_____ ______

*X-ray analysis by R. J. Paff

tDjkk conductivity of other cells in this table > 1017.0i

Three photoconductivity spectral response curves are shown in Fig. VI-I. These
were measured for the podrmixed with a bWader of ethyl cellulose in amyl acetate and
measured on a gap cell according to standard techniques. 4 18' 4 9 Curves 1 and 2 are for the

CdS as prepared in this paper, after firings at 2500 and 4501C respectively. The sample
bired at 2509C is principally cubic and indicates a band gap of about 2.1 ev. Tis same
sample after firing to 450*C has largely converted to the hexagonal form and shows the
same band gap of about 2.4 ev typical of the precipitated UdS, As illustrated by curve 2
for precipitated UdS fired to 2509C. We believe that this is the first phtecroc indi-

cation of the band gap in cubic CdS.
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I VII. PREPARATION OF MATERIALS
I

1. INTRODUCTION

J During the period covered by this report, the program was ,modified to iiude the

preparation and measurement of charge tranls ort properties of insulators other than CdS.

These materials include elemental Se and otganti compounds such as anthracene for

reasons given elsewhere in this report. The work on CdS, therefore, proceeded at a reduced

rate while the new experimenIts were initiated.I
2. SUBLIMATION IN A MOVING TEMPERATURE GRADIENT - CdS Cu, CdS:Ag and CS:Au

IThis method fr producing large single crystal boules was described in Section 11-4

and Figa 6 of Report No. 2; the photoelectronic analysis of a number of boules was presented

in Section IV-1 of that report. The cylindrical axis of these bullet shaped samples is the

growth axis, but it has been found by X-ray diffraction analysis (performed by G. Neighbor)
that this growth axis is often, neither parallel nor perpendicular to the crystal c-axis. DifferentJ orientations have been found in five different samples with the angle between the two axes

ranging between 50 to 700 inclusive. Previously it had been noted that the tip angle of the
growth tube had no, apparent influence on the crystallinity of a boule, and, for the present

there is also no correlation between this angle and the axial orientations. It appears that
nucleation and subsequent crystal growth are random with respect to this axial relationship.

It is possible, however, that nucleation occurs initially with the c-axis in a preferred

direction which changes at some point in the growing crystal perhaps as a consequence of

dislocations or other crystal defects. Sulfur vacancies, for example are believed to be

responsible for the high conductivities observed in many of the boules.

In this connection a number of samples from these high conductivity boules were
cut and polished in preparation for chemical etching ad other experiments. A preiimiary

check of their conductivities disclosed that one sample had a very high resistivity whereas

another slice from this same boule previously had been found to be quite conducting. This

inhomogeneity may be due to crystal defects or to a local segregation of a chemical impurity.

The preparation of CdS:Cu boules was described in the previous report. Spectrochemical
-" -analyses for copper (by K. L. Cheng) have now shown that the coper is probably not uniformly

distributed throughout the boule. Transmission data from cut and polished samples of equal
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-hickness confirm this. No detectable Hall voltage could be found in a specimen from one
-iboule° Some evidence, however, that the conductivity may be p-tyipe was obtainied frog the

observation that another portion of the same boule with clearly less Cu (by measurement

of transmission) was many orders of magnitude higher rr sistivity. The-se measurements-

and the transmissioa datahave been described by abe, Lind and Oreeben s0.

Similar boules doped with Ag and Au have also been grown by addition of appropriate

sulfides to the CdS charge. The boule resulting from the addition of 1.3 mole % Ag to the

charge was black in color, but 2 mole% Au could not be so detected visually. lin the latter

case only a low amount may be incorporated in the boule as a result of losses from easily

decomposed Au2S. The g.owth of this boule, however, seemed more rapid, perhaps because
gold actually enhances the growth mechanism, or because the systen CdSAu2S has a
higher vapor pressure at the growth temperature than does CdS alone. The boule exhibited
many grain boundaries which is consistent with too rapid a growth rate. The Au impurity
itself with a larger radius than Cd may also inhibit the formation of large single crystals.
Spectrothemicai analyses showed that as noted for Cu, the Ag and Au impurities are also
inhomogeneously distributed in the boules.

X-! ay diffraction examination (by R. J Paff) of a number of samples from various
boules showed only hexagonal CdS in all cases. No differences could be found in c/a ratios
even in samples containing high concentrations of Cu. A second phase of Cu 2S was not
detected, but the amount of Cu2S in this case was near the lower limit of X-ray detection.

3. SUBLIMATION IN A STATIC SYSTEM C1S

Using the procedures previously described (Report No, 2, Section 11-2), polycrystalline
ingots of pure CdS, 1.5 inches in diameter and up to 0.5 inches thick have been grown in an

Ar atmosphere at temperatures between 1070-12009C. Single crystal areas up to 100 mm2 can
be recovered from these ingots. The technique can probably be improved to yield larger

pieces.

Heretofore in the static method, the crystals of CdS nucleated and grew around the
walls of the growth tubes. In an effort to control the growth process better, two different
techniques to limit nucleation sites have been tried. In one, quartz discs with their faces
perpendicular to the long axis of the growth tube were positioned at intervals in the usual
growth region of the tube. It was found that in an H25 atmosphere and a temperature gradient
of the type shown in Fig. 2-, page 6, Report No. 2, polycrystalline mats deposit on the
faces of the discs. The thickness of the deposits apparently depends on the substrate
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T
temperature, and to some extent on the geometry of the arrangement. it is interesting that

n deposition or growth occurred around the walls of the growth tube or on the periphery

of the discs.

In the second procedure the discs were replaced by single ,thin quartz fibers. With

this conflguration, the usual assortment of crystal habits are produced on the walls of the

tube as well as oan the fibers where twinning is also common. The results are encouraging

with, respect to the aim of lifitifng nucleation sites enabling large plate-like crystals to
grow from, one or two positions on a fiber. The shape of the temperature gradient is likely

to be a critical factor in achieving this result.

4. CRYSTAL GROWTH OF SELENIUM

Elemental Se, with a melting point of 2186C eisrs in many different allotropic
forms. These include two red monoclinic varieties, grey and black hexagonal forms, and
several red and black amorphous modifications. The various forms exhibit differences in

chemical and physical properties such as solubility, density and electrical conductivity
as well as crystal structutes 1 -5 3. The grey hexagonal form consists of "zig zag" chains
of Se5 4.

The existence of these tmany allotropic forms creates problems in growing single
crystals of Se. Growth from the melt and also from the vapor phase, however, have been
accomplished, one of the more recent efforts being reported by Kosgrev who required

two months of continuous operation to grow 15x7x6 mm crystals from the vapor phase. This
slow rate of growth was attributed to the necessity for opening the chain molecules of
amorphous selenium to su, ply the molecules for the growing crystal.

In the present work emphasis has been on growth from the vapor. Crystals of Se

up to 2x5x0.4 mm have been grown by sublimation in vacuo at 170-200*C in I2 weeks with

the Se charge held at about 240 0C. In addition to these plates and needles, there were
some with a foliated habit. Typical samples are shown in Fig. VII- 1.

The grey hexagonal modification was strongly suggested by the appearance and
growth conditions of the crystals. Xray diffraction exa .mnation of several samples by

, -transmission Lauc technique (performed by W. C. Roth) showed that the specimens were

crystalline with an axis of symmetry, but the hexagonal structure could not be uniquely
inferred from the Laue photographs alone. Some lattice deformation was evidenced by
streaks instead of spots on the photographs. Such deformation can easily occur after
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growth because the crystals are quite plastic being easily distorted to a new permanent

shape without breaking, This property has also been observed by Hyman5 6 who accounts

for it in terms of dislocations and bending about the axis perpendicular to the c-alis. These

facts serve to emphasize the importance of careful post growth-handling of Se crystals and
suggest that annealing procedures may be useful to relieve strains.

S. CRYSTAL GROWTH OF ANTHRACENE

Anthracene is one of several organic compounds whose electrical properties are
to be studied. As a result of recent interest in these properties, modified crystal growing

procedures have 'been reported. Ferguson and Schneider5T, and Mark 5 8 used subliiation

methods, while Kal man and Pope s 9 employed a novel procedure for growth from solution.

Lipsett 6 0 describes addonal techniques for both of these m ethodsi and in addition reports

the growth of large crystals from the melt by the Bridgman method.
I
.- -In the present work, all of these procedures are 'being utilized, Growth from solution

is relatively easy to initiate but requires careful adjustment of concentration and cooling or
evaporation rates. Plate-like crystals, examples of which are shown in Fig. Vli2 have been

produced by slow cooling of a solution containing about 15 g of anthracent in 100 ml of

N,N-di methylformarniide. Mither this procedute or that of Kallman and Pope5 9 can supply
crystals adequate for some electrical measurements. One drawback is the possible unknown

influence on properties of solvent trapped or incorporated in the crystals.

In order to avoid problems connected with the presence of a solvent, the moving

gradient techique has been applied to the growth of anthracene by sublimation. (The

experimental technique has been described in Report No. 2 in connection with its successful
" application to CdS. Briefly it consists of having a temperature gradient move slowly over

a material contained in a horizontal growth tube with a pointed tip so that the maximum

temperature Causes the material to sublime. The tip of the growth tube is initially at a
temperature too high for condensation of the vapors to occur, but as the gradient advances,

the tip cools, and at some point nucleation occurs and a crystal grows.)

The growth tube, containing a pre-melted piece of anthracene is positioned in the

furnace so that the tip is initially 3T89 lower than the maximum temperature. The system
is evacuated and flushed with argon prior to heating. Tmax has been varied in different
experiments from just below the melting point of anthracene (218°C) to 1709C. In all cases

the anthracene sublimed to form a milky white polycrystal ine boule with small grains. As

T.a 1 has been reduced, however, a small portion of the boule near the tip has become
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transparent, thus offering encouragement that a, bouile with large single crystal areas Can
be grown by this method. under the proper ctonditions.

Growth from the melt by the Bridgman method will be accomplished in a recently
Constructed furnace shown i11 Fig. VWV3. It consistsof two independently controlled
temperature zonies to permiut flexibility in establishing suitable temperature gradients. The
nichromne Wire wound Alundum core is enclosed int Fiberfrax insulation. Also shown is a,

- typical temperature gradient which can 'be maintained within ±0.50 by proportilonal con-
- - trollers. The growth ampotde, shown in its initial position in the furnace, is loaded with
- -powdered anithracene (Eastman Kodak, blueaviolet fluorescent grad'e) and, evacuiated to a

pressure less thant W5~ tort, and sealed off. The support wire is led, to a shaft turned by
a synchronous motor. At present the ampoule is lowered through the gradient at A. rate of
0.75 inches per hour, until all of the sample is below the melting point, Uinder the Most,

* - favorable conditions, the portion of the sample above the constriction may be a single
- -crystal or have at most a few large single crystal areas. These ctonditions are now being

determined.
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